Karone pink ranger

Just ask Lionsgate, who has been keeping track of which Rangers get the most shout outs on
social media as they donate to the Thirst Project. She makes the bottom of this list by default.
She is a bit of an adrenaline junkie though, which can make her reckless. Kat Catherine
Sutherland was only the second person to don the Pink Ranger uniform. Overcoming the
brainwashing of Rita Repulsa, she eventually became an ally and was given a spot on the team.
The downside is that Kat is actually her strongest self before she even becomes a Power
Ranger. When Kimberly passes her place on the team on to Kat, though, Kat suddenly becomes
the typical damsel in distress. It really is a shame because she shows so much potential before
she wears the pink suit. This might seem like a small thing, but it marks a break in Pink Ranger
tradition and a shift toward making the Pink Rangers their own people instead of variations of
the same character. Though Kat and Cassie are outwardly very different from Kimberly, at their
cores, they are still cut from the same mold. Dana, on the other hand, is a paramedic when she
joins Lightspeed Rescue , intent on becoming a doctor, something she achieves after her stint
as the Pink Ranger. After finishing her time as a Ranger, she returns to the fold to use her
powers two more times to assist other teams: in Power Rangers Time Force and in Super
Megaforce. Despite being a little reckless and quick to find trouble she even gets turned into a
vampire at one point , Vida is still kind and incredibly loyal, something all Pink Rangers share.
Funnily enough, before her tenure as the Pink Ranger, she hated the color pink. Like many of
the Pink Rangers who came before her, Mia Erika Fong is incredibly kind hearted and optimistic.
Shelby Camille Hyde could have had a cushy life if she just accepted that her father wanted her
to one day take on his ice cream business. Shelby is a bit more rough around the edges than
your typical Pink Ranger, ready to get down and dirty instead of taking a trip to the mall. In the
end though, she always puts the team first. Kimberly, like her successor Kat, has a penchant for
getting herself kidnapped or caught in the middle of a fight. Kimberly though does take on quite
a few monsters on her own, and she even has quite a few family heirlooms that are turned into
monsters that she manages to defeat and get back by the end of the episode. Make sure they
can all protect themselves by going to Zordon to get the power coins. Sydney learns quickly
from her mistakes though. She lets him share hers, learning that she should think about other
people, not just her own wants and needs. The only Pink Ranger to have lived much of her time
as a villain, Karone Melody Perkins used to go by the name of Astronema, loyal servant of Dark
Specter, someone even Rita and Zedd feared. Kidnapped as a child and raised by evil forces,
Astronema spent all her time thinking the Power Rangers were responsible for the deaths of her
parents before discovering that her own brother was actually a Power Ranger. Her appearance
there is never really explained other than that she heard about it and felt she had to do
something. Not only can Emma access those of the Pink Rangers that came before her, but any
of the Rangers, including those with more powerful skill sets than the Pink Rangers usually
have. Emma, unsurprisingly, has one skill that many Pink Rangers before her have also had.
Kendrix and her friends end up pulling special swords from stones that make them a new
version of the Power Rangers. Kendrix shows immense bravery and skill before she ever ends
up in the Pink Ranger suit. Kendrix is practically a perfect Pink Ranger. Though Kat was well
into her Pink Ranger stint, Kat was overtaken by monsters and it was Cassie, however
reluctantly, who came to her aid with a future Red Ranger. Cassie, with no special powers or
abilities helped to fight off a group of monsters so that Kat could get to safety and then wanted
to stay with her even after the Power Rangers showed up. Cassie was nearly the opposite of the
Pink Rangers that the show had presented when she debuted. She was extremely cautious, not
ready to rush into danger, but she was heading out to Angel Grove on her own to see where life
took her. Once she became the Pink Ranger, she was a team player, though she did let herself
get distracted by everyday things like starting a band or cute boys once in awhile. Like the rest
of her team, she was willing to go into space without her Turbo Ranger abilities to track down a
missing Zordon, and then was willing to live in space aboard the Astro Megaship until they
could find him. Following her tenure as a Power Ranger, and after Zordon sacrificed himself to
rid the galaxy of evil, Cassie also came to the aid of the Lost Galaxy Rangers when their old
enemy, the Psycho Rangers, were revived and targeted the new group of Rangers. For Indiana
Jones meets Power Rangers , Operation Overdrive took the Rangers to the ruins of ancient
civilizations all over the world in the quest to stop evil. Luckily for them, they had Rose Rhoda
Montemayor who knew just about everything about, well, everything. In addition to being able to
build robots, she studied ancient legends, knows Morse code, and knows a thing or two about
nuclear robotics which is not just a field made up for the show. On top of all of that useful
knowledge, Rose is also a capable fighter, taking on monsters throughout the series on her own
multiple times. Unlike many of the other Pink Rangers, Rose also managed to defeat them, not
just stall them until help arrived. So, if Rose is so great, who gets the honor of the number one
spot? Could there be any other choice for the top Pink Ranger of all time? Jen had a pretty

rough go of it at the start of the series. While she was the team leader and strategist, her
boyfriend was actually the action man on the team. That Red Ranger was killed in the line of
duty, kicking off the events of the series. While her emotional response to his death is to get
vengeance, which makes her singularly focused some of the time, it also motivates her to do
the right thing for the people of the future, no matter what. Even if that right thing means she
might have to sacrifice her own future for the greater good. What do you think? Do we get the
Pink Ranger rankings right? Or were we way off the mark? Amanda is a freelance writer in
Florida. She holds a Psychology degree and loves superheroes and serial storytelling. By
Amanda Bruce Published Mar 21, Share Share Tweet Email 0. Related Topics Lists power
rangers. Karone is the second and current Galaxy Pink of the Galaxy Rangers , as well as the
former villain Astronema. She is also referred to as Pink Galaxy Ranger or Lost Galaxy Pink
Ranger - variations on her in-show label, though the latter is more in reference to the show than
a proper label. Along with Andros, she had dreamed of being a Power Ranger. However, she
was unable to realize her dream when she was kidnapped as a child by the evil bounty hunter,
Darkonda. Darkonda took her to be raised by Ecliptor to be evil, and she was named Astronema,
who was brought up to be the heir to the throne of Dark Specter , the grand monarch of evil. For
almost a year Astronema tried to destroy the Space Rangers. When Andros discovered
Astronema's true identity, he did everything in his powers to reform her. He very nearly
succeeded, even making her an honorary Power Ranger, until she was captured once again by
Dark Specter and brainwashed. Once destroyed, it released a wave of purifying energy that
eradicated all evil. This wave removed Astronema's programming, reverting her back to Karone.
Restored, she returned to Earth with Andros and the other Rangers. Some time later, in the
season Power Rangers: Lost Galaxy , Karone, disguised as Astronema, was present on the
planet Onyx when the Pink Quasar Saber was on auction, the Quasar Saber had previously been
lost when its previous owner, Kendrix Morgan , had died to save Cassie. Although her cover
was blown by Trakeena , Karone successfully stole the Quasar Saber and sought to return it to
the space colony Terra Venture , where the Lost Galaxy Power Rangers were stationed. When
she risked her life to protect the powerful weapon, the spirit of Kendrix appeared and saved her.
She had finally achieved her dream of becoming a Power Ranger. During this time, Karone
became bubbly and youthful as her childish behavior was due to missing out on her childhood
due to being Astronema. She returned the Pink Quasar Saber to its altar, which resurrected
Kendrix. Karone was featured in a chronicle of Power Ranger history compiled by Tommy Oliver
shortly after he formed the Dino Rangers , which was found by the nascent Ranger team in the
Dino Lab. Legacy of Power. Before returning to Earth, Karone removed her Quasar Saber from
the altar. After arriving, she witnessed the destruction upon Harwood County by the devastating
power of the Emperor and his Armada. She then returns to Mirinoi. After reforming from her
stint as Astronema, Karone displayed a caring and loving personality. One of her major traits
after her reform is her passion of being a Power Ranger, a childhood dream that she shared
with her brother and a task she takes very seriously. She is shown to have very fast
adaptability. She is able to utilize the Galaxy Rangers powers very quickly, enough to
synchronize with the team and master the zords on the spot. Perhaps due to her sheltered
upbringing Karone has displayed a naive, almost child-like personality at times. She generally
has a bubbly, fun-loving demeanor. Inspite of this, the guilt of her former deeds as Astronema
weighs heavily on her, making her feel at times that she doesn't deserve to be happy. This wiki.
This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video?
Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. This character is
also known as the villain, Astronema. The Psycho Rangers. Captain Mutiny's Crew :. Others
Monsters: Alien - Trencher - Hunghorn. Karone is the former main antagonist in Power Rangers
In Space. Along with Andros, she had dreamed of being a Power Ranger. However, she was
unable to realise her dream when she was kidnapped as a child by the evil bounty hunter,
Darkonda. Darkonda took her to be raised by Ecliptor to be evil, and she was given the name
Astronema. She was brought up to be the heir to the throne of Dark Specter, the grand monarch
of evil. For almost a year Astronema tried to destroy the Space Rangers. When Andros
discovered Astronema's true identity, he did everything in his powers to reform her. He very
nearly succeeded, even making her an honorary Power Ranger, until she was captured once
again by Dark Spceter and brainwashed. Once destroyed, it released a wave of purifying energy
that eradicated all evil. This wave removed Astronema's programming, reverting her back to
Karone. Restored, she returned to Earth with Andros and the other Rangers. The Quasar Saber
had previously been lost when its previous owner, Kendrix Morgan , had died. When she risked
her life to protect the powerful weapon, the spirit of Kendrix appeared to her and saved her. She
had finally achieved her dream of becoming a Power Ranger. She returned the Pink Quasar
Saber to its altar, which resurrected Kendrix. Presumably, Karone is still living peacefully on

Mirinoi, along with the native inhabitants and the refugees from Earth. Karone is a skilled
hand-to-hand fighter and when she had the Transmorpher, she could morph into the Pink
Galaxy Ranger. This granted her enhanced natural abilities and fighting skills and allowed her to
wield the Quasar Saber and a Transdagger, which she could change into the Beta Bow, so it
could fire energy blasts. Karone also used a Quasar Launcher, which fired powerful energy
blasts, and could call on the Lights of Orion, granting her armor and an enhanced Quasar
Saber. She piloted a Jet Jammer, which was a small space-ship like vehicle, and used the
Wildcat Galactabeast. Miscellaneous Power Rangers. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't
have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? I wanted to do something good for a
change. She was portrayed by Melody Perkins. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. I did a lot of evil things when I was Astronema. After
reforming from her stint as Astronema, Karone displayed a caring and loving personality. One
of her major traits after her reform is her passion of being a Power Ranger, a childhood dream
that she shared with her brother and a task she takes very seriously. She is shown to have very
fast adaptability. She is able to utilize the Galaxy Rangers powers very quickly, enough to
synchronize with the team and master the zords on the spot. Perhaps due to her sheltered
upbringing Karone has displayed a naive, almost child-like personality at times. She generally
has a bubbly, fun-loving demeanor. Inspite of this, the guilt of her former deeds as Astronema
weighs heavily on her, making her feel at times that she doesn't deserve to be happy. Along
with Andros, she had dreamed of being a Power Ranger. However, she was unable to realize her
dream when she was kidnapped as a child by the evil bounty hunter, Darkonda. Darkonda took
her to be raised by Ecliptor to be evil, and she was named Astronema, who was brought up to
be the heir to the throne of Dark Specter , the grand monarch of evil. We first saw Astronema on
the Cimmerian Planet conference when Rita Repulsa tried to shoot Divatox but missed and shot
the future main antagonist in the hand. When she sat down at the main villain table, she was
suspicious of a cloaked figure Andros in disguise and was the one to reveal who he was after
Divatox became suspicious of him and this was completely revealed once Goldar tore the cloak
off of him. However, due to one anothers "lies", their relationship ended badly. When she found
out who she truly was, she had sided with her brother, Andros, and helped him find Zordon. She
was later captured by Ecliptor , who was brainwashed, and was condemned to the same fate as
he. Her emotions were removed and was inflicted with cybernetic implants that controlled her
many fans call this version of her "Circuit Astronema" or "Locutus Astronema". During this
time, Astronema created the Psycho Rangers , extremely powerful, homicidal counterparts to
the Power Rangers whose job it was to destroy the Rangers and also drain energy from Dark
Specter. She was transformed back into Karone during "Countdown to Destruction". She and
her brother battled when a deflected energy bolt struck her, knocking her out or possibly killing
her. Once the battle was over Andros carried her body down the ramp of the Dark Fortress , he
laid her on the ground and began crying. A few tears hit her cheek and she was restored to her
true self. Only the love Andros felt for his sister was strong enough to bring her back. Some
time later, Karone, disguised as Astronema, was present on the planet Onyx when the Pink
Quasar
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Saber was on auction, the Quasar Saber had previously been lost when its previous owner,
Kendrix Morgan , had died to save Cassie. Although her cover was blown by Trakeena , Karone
successfully stole the Quasar Saber and sought to return it to the space colony Terra Venture ,
where the Lost Galaxy Power Rangers were stationed. When she risked her life to protect the
powerful weapon, the spirit of Kendrix appeared and saved her. She had finally achieved her
dream of becoming a Power Ranger. During this time, Karone became bubbly and youthful as
her childish behavior was due to missing out on her childhood due to being Astronema. She
returned the Pink Quasar Saber to its altar, which resurrected Kendrix. After arriving, she
witnessed the destruction upon Harwood County by the devastating power of the Emperor and
his Armada. She then returned to Mirinoi. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an
account? Start a Wiki. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest.

